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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

This research internship will contain a detailed report on the usability and features of
different existing DEVS modelling and simulation environments, in order to construct
sets of feature requirements and design “best practices” that will aid in the design and
construction of a new, usable, DEVS modeling and simulation environment.

The usability of a DEVS tool is defined as how easy it is to start using the tool,
and how efficiently models can be created with the tool. These evaluations are made
based on a number of characteristics, such as the looks, the flow of operation, any
programming knowledge requirements and much more.

This research report contains two distinct parts. The first part (Part i) looks at
the current state-of-art in DEVS tools. It discusses the usability of each individual tool
in relative detail, and finishes by comparing all different environments with each other
based an a number of usability traits. A total of seven different tools will be discussed
in this part: DEVSimPy[3], VLE[13], DEVS-Suite[9], MS4Me[14], CD++Builder[4],
PowerDEVS[2] and AToMPM[15], each will receive its own chapter.

Part ii of this research focuses on the creation of a DEVS library, and, more
specifically, on finding a number of blocks that are particularly interesting to be imple-
mented in a new DEVS library. It uses three different sources as inspiration for these
new blocks: PowerDEVS, SimEvents[11] and Extend[17]. The internal specification for
each proposed block is described in detail such that future implementations of the
block can use this document as its guide.

This document is completed by a concluding part (iii) that discusses what this
research will be used for in future projects and some general remarks about the work
that was done to create this report.

For those not familiar with the DEVS formalism, there is a short description in-
cluded in the next chapter (2). For more in depth information about DEVS I suggest
taking a look at some more complete sources: [21] and [20].
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2
T H E D E V S F O R M A L I S M

The DEVS formalism was originally created by Zeigler[21] to provide modeling and
simulation of discrete-event systems. DEVS support a continuous time base, which
means that the advancement of time is not subject to minimal size steps. In practice,
the time could thus be any point in IR. What makes DEVS discrete-event, is the fact
that between two points in time, only a finite number of events can occur. Only these
events can change the state of the system. In between events, the state of the system
may not change (which would only possible if the formalism had a continuous time
base, which DEVS does not).

The DEVS formalism can be completely explained by discussing the two levels
of the structure: Atomic DEVS and Coupled DEVS, both of which are called DEVS
components.[20]

atomic devs

The Atomic DEVS is the lowest level building block of a DEVS. A single Atomic
DEVS block describes the behaviour of the part of the system that it represents. An
atomic DEVS modifies the state of the system through the use of internal states
and deterministic transitions between those states. An Atomic DEVS block can be
represented in the following way:

Atomic DEVS ≡ 〈S, ta, δint,X, δext, Y, λ〉

Where:

S: a set of sequential states. Exactly one state is always current, and which state
will become current is deterministically defined by the transitions (which will be
introduces later).

ta: the time advance. This time indicates how much simulation time has to pass be-
fore the next internal transition will fire. Which transition fires is decided in the
internal transition function. The time advance should always be a number greater
than or equal to zero.

δint: the internal transition function. When the time advance has passed, this function
decides, based on the internal state of the block, which state will become the next
current state.

X: the input set. This set contains the incoming events for a specific time.

δext: the external transition function. Whenever an external event is received, the au-
tonomous behaviour of the block is stopped and it is up to the external transition
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the devs formalism 3

function to specify which state will become current, based on the internal state of
the block and the incoming event.

Y: the output set. This set contains the output events that are generated whenever an
internal transition occurs.

λ: the output function. This function generates the output event whenever the state
of the block is changed through an internal transition. It does this based on the
internal state of the block prior to the transition.

coupled devs

A Coupled DEVS block describes the entirety or a part of the system by forming a
network of connected DEVS components. These components can be either Atomic
DEVS or other Coupled DEVS. A Coupled DEVS block is represented as follows:

Coupled DEVS ≡ 〈Xself, Yself,D, {Mi}, {Ii}, {Zi,j}, select〉

Where:

Xself: the input set. This set contains the inputs of the Coupled DEVS block.

Xself: the output set. This set contains the outputs of the Coupled DEVS block.

D: the component references set. This set contains references (names) for all its sub-
components.

{Mi}: the set of subcomponents, where i ∈ D. Each subcomponent can be an Atomic or
Coupled DEVS block (since DEVS is closed under coupling[20]).

{Ii}: the set of influencees, where i ∈ D ∪ self, self being the Coupled DEVS block
itself. It represents the set of subcomponents (or itself) that are influenced by
component i.

{Zi,j}: the set of output-to-input translation functions. This maps the connections between
of both subcomponents with other subcomponents or subcomponents with the
Coupled DEVS block itsef.

select: the tie-break function, which chooses between events that want to happen simulta-
neously.

In plain English this means that a Coupled DEVS is a hierarchical structure that can
contain a number of subcomponents (which can be either Atomic or Coupled DEVS).
It creates an internal network of these subcomponents, by linking them together using
their outputs and inputs, thus allowing events to be sent between them. The Coupled
DEVS block itself can also have inputs and ouputs, which allows the subcomponents
to communicate with the rest of the system.
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In order to get an idea of what is necessary to build a good DEVS development
environment, it is important to look at existing solutions to get specific ideas on good
versus bad design, and to create a list of the required features for the environment to
be actually useful. The first chapter in this part takes a look at the individual tools. It
documents and evaluates my experiences with using the tool for the creation of DEVS.
The second chapter in this part then compares all tools to each other by generating
a list of traits that represent the best aspects of each tool. This list of traits can then
serve as a guideline for the creation of a new tool.

The remainder of this part is made up by different sections, one for each tool,
in alphabetical order, to avoid any subjectivity. Each tool gets a very short introduction,
a list of facts (which will be explained in detail further), experiences about the instal-
lation and running of the tool, and experiences using the tool (creating, simulating a
model, ...).

explanation of facts

The “facts” subsection for each tool contains the following information:

• OS Support: Which platforms (Windows, OSX, Linux) are supported by the tool.

• Download / Install / Project size: How much space is taken up by using the
tool. Three measurements are listed: Download size means how big the tool is to
download. Install size is the total space taken up by the tool in its ready-for-use
state (by either unpacking the download or installing the software). Project size
is the size of a clean project with basic “hello world” model. This size is only to
give an estimate, as this size will depend on the size of the project, and will be
shown in an order of magnitude rather than an exact number.

• Implementation / Modelling language: The implementation language is the lan-
guage in which the program was developed. The modelling language is the lan-
guage used to design the complex logic within blocks, the language that supports
the modelling itself.

• Developer support: This states the date or period (at the time of writing) at which
the most recent changes have occurred, or when the last version was released.
This serves as a measure of how (if at all) active the project still is.



3
AT O M P M

AToMPM[15], short for “A Tool for Multi-Paradigm Modeling”, is a collaborative
effort of the University of Montreal, the University of Antwerp, McGill University and
the University of Alabama. It is a multi-paradigm tool and its functionalities are not
limited to the design of DEVS models.

Link: http://www-ens.iro.umontreal.ca/~syriani/atompm/atompm.htm

facts

• OS Support: Platform independent (Windows, Linux, OSX)

• Download / Install / Project size: 4.9 MB / 53 MB / 200 KB

• Implementation / Modelling language: JavaScript / Python

• Developer Support: The most recent changes to the AToMPM source code are
from September 2014, with most files being last changed in November 2013. I
know for certain the tool is still being used for academic purposes at the Univer-
sity of Antwerp, for which the current state is adequately stable, so being more
than a year without updates does not act as a limiting factor as much as it would
in more commercially oriented tools.

installation & first run

Installation of the AToMPM server is not as automatic as it probably could be, it needs
an external dependency (Node.js), which need to be installed manually. It also has to
be started by using the command line, unless you manually create a batch script to
run the multiple commands necessary to start the server. Once the server is running,
you can navigate to the AToMPM workspace from within a browser, Google Chrome
is required.

AToMPM is advertised often as a “cloud” tool, and thus requires the user to
create an account and password, but the website only shows a download link and
how to run the server locally. Once the server is running, you can obviously connect
to it from within your network (unless you also perform port forwarding, etc.). Still,
this defeats the cloud purpose and the extra step of logging in, however, it does seem
that you only need to log in once, so the impact is relatively small. There are other
(security) problems with the tool in its advertised cloud-form, but since I have always
used the tool locally, these will not be discussed further.

Interface-wise, AToMPM has by far the cleanest and biggest workspace of any
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atompm 7

of the tools under consideration, ignoring the space taken up by the browser itself, as
this is dependable on the user’s browser preferences, and the browser can be made
fullscreen, such that AToMPM takes up the entire screen, with just a very tiny portion
of it being taken up by toolbars (depending on which ones you load).

creating a project

Usability-wise, AToMPM is a mixed bag. Everything visible is laid out great, which is
helped by the fact that everyone can create (and adapt) toolbars to their own liking.
The controls are all rather counter-intuitive, one example is having to press the shift
key whilst clicking on an object to open the menu on it (Windows), or pressing control
for resizing and then scrolling on the symbol to change the size.

Just like with most tools however, these are all quite small things that are easy
to get used to when using the tool over a longer period of time. The website also
provides an introductory tutorial that explains all the shortcuts and different types of
clicks, so this also really helps novice users.

Figure 1 shows AToMPM with a TrafficLight DEVS model loaded. The rest of
this section will assume the DEVS formalism used to create this model, but its
discussion will not be as in depth as some other tools since the formalism itself is
modifiable by the user, so could be improved or changed according to a specific user’s
needs.

Figure 1: The AToMPM environment with DEVS formalism.

The DEVS formalism in AToMPM

The formalism tries to show as much information on first sight as possible. Names,
types, and even underlying code is shown on the main screen. For reasonable small
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projects, this provides great overview, but for larger projects, the view quickly gets
cluttered.

A lot of elements are required to create even the most basic models, which
might scare off novice users, who do not have any prior experience with the tool or
the formalism. The end result also does not look as clean as some other tools would.
All internal specifics of all blocks, including the code fragments are shown on the
main screen, which can get cluttered quite easily. However, for the purpose of getting
people to know how to work with DEVS (which is the context in which I originally
used AToMPM, it is not something that should work against it. It does a good job
of visually explaining how a DEVS model is build up, in order for students to get
accustomed with it.

simulation and debugging

Debugging and simulation for DEVS models in AToMPM is implemented using the
DEVSDebugger[18]. First of all, the model has to be exported to PyPDEVS, which
can be done through a single push of a button. This exported model can be ran with
PyPDEVS externally using the PyPDEVS command line simulator, but this does not
communicate back to AToMPM or the visual model.

This is where the DEVSDebugger comes in. This translates the execution results
from the PyPDEVS debugger into visual changes within the model in AToMPM. There
are four different ways of simulation: “as-fast-as-possible” simulation, which performs
the full simulation until the end condition becomes true, one of the breakpoints (also
supported) is reached, or the user pauses the simulation. During “as-fast-as-possible”
simulation, no visual changes in the model are shown to optimize performance. A
second method of simulation is running the model in real-time, meaning the values
in the time advance methods are interpreted as seconds. Using a scale factor, this
can be either sped up or slowed down. During real-time simulation, the visual
model is continuously updated to show the state of the model. During both auto-
mated simulations, it can be paused, from which all four simulation types are available.

The last two simulation ways are step-wise simulation: a big step or a small
step. A big step performs one simulation step (output function, internal/external
transitions and time advance. This step is visualized in the model. The small step
splits the big step up into 6 distinct phases and executes the next step.

As final pointers, the simulation trace can be shown in the browser’s Javascript
console (this might not be quite straightforward for many novice users) and the
simulation can at any point be reset to its initial starting state.

conclusion

AToMPM was never designed specific for DEVS, and this shows in different aspects
of the tool. The DEVS formalism requires more effort to build a model than other
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tools, but does a better job of showing the internal construction of a DEVS model, thus
making it a great tool for educational purposes, but not as optimal for creating DEVS
models on a more professional level. The simulation functionality is very complete.
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C D + + B U I L D E R

CD++Builder[4] is an Eclipse plugin designed by the computer science department of
the Carleton University in Canada. It serves to aid in the design, view and simulation
of DEVS models based on CD++, an engine that allows the definition and execution
of DEVS models.

Link: https://sourceforge.net/projects/cdppbuilder/
Link: http://cell-devs.sce.carleton.ca/mediawiki/index.php/Main_Page (for
CD++ itself. In order to download, however, a user account has to be requested.)

facts

• OS Support: Windows (Eclipse itself is available on all three platforms, but there
is only a download available for Windows)

• Download / Install / Project size: 383 MB (including Eclipse) / 452 MB (including
Eclipse) / 300 KB - 4 MB

• Implementation / Modelling language: Java (which is used for the generation of
Eclipse plugins[1]) / C++ & proprietary

• Developer Support: CD++Builder with Eclipse, version 3.6, is the most recent
version available on the SourceForge page, and dates from August 2011. It is safe
to say CD++ is no longer supported, even though it might still be functional and
in use in some places.

installation & first run

CD++Builder is installed through a Windows installer, which is good, because it
comes with a lot of dependencies (or extra’s) that would be a pain to install manually.
Apart from Eclipse and the plugin itself, the tool installs Python, Cygwin, and Blender.
The age of the installer and installation manual show as the Cygwin installer does not
work properly, requiring manual configuration of Cygwin, which is a hassle. There are
older videos available on YouTube1 (not linked by an official source, these were found
by searching for CD++Builder on YouTube) that show the installer working fine, so it
is safe to assume that the installer worked fine when the project was originally released.

It took me multiple tries and the testing of different install options and drives,
but eventually both Eclipse and the CD++Builder plugin worked fine. As a novice
user without any prior knowledge about either CD++ or CD++Builder, it was very

1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjS-mMPmvy8
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helpful to find another unofficial video2 that showed how to download and import
example projects to get to know the tool. There is also a more official (but much older)
user manual available, but this one dates back all the way to 2003 when CD++Builder
was still beta version 0.6.

creating a project

To get acquainted with the tool I have downloaded and imported two different
example models: “Alternate Bit Protocol” and “Life”, both from the “sample models”
page3. Figure 2 shows the “Alternate Bit Protocol” model in a visual form.

Each atomic DEVS block is defined by a C++ class (.cpp + .h file) that extends

Figure 2: “Alternate Bit Protocol” model linking file in graphical form

the Atomic class and overwrites the four main methods (init, external transition,
internal transition, output). As far as I could see, time advance does not get its own
method, rather relies on the transitions for it to be set. CD++Builder does not let you
automatically generate the frame for these files, but by looking at existing projects, the
structure quickly becomes clear.

In order to link together multiple atomic DEVS blocks, a “.ma” file is used. An
example of such file can be found in Figure 3. This is the textual version for which
the graphical version is shown in figure 2. The graphical elements are automatically
generated based on the textual version, but an organized design still has to be made
manually.

The structure of these files is easily derived from looking at existing projects,

2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbaxcwFKsLU

3 http://www.sce.carleton.ca/faculty/wainer/wbgraf/doku.php?id=model_samples:start

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbaxcwFKsLU
http://www.sce.carleton.ca/faculty/wainer/wbgraf/doku.php?id=model_samples:start
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Figure 3: “Alternate Bit Protocol” model linking file in textual form

and is not to complicated. Under [top], all the components are defined based on
atomic models, such as sender and receiver, or another coupled that is defined later
in the file, such as Network. It also defines input and output ports and “Links“ both
these ports to blocks/models and ports to other ports to connect the blocks/models.
For each atomic model defined under [top], they are instantiated/parametrized in
the file as well (look for example at the [sender] or [subnet1] code blocks).

For a textual-based editor, the learning curve is not that steep, since the most
complex parts are designed in a very common language (C++), and the proprietary
language for the coupled models is very clear, lightweight and straightforward to use.

Interface

Interface-wise, there is little to say for those who have already used Eclipse (a tool
with which I am assuming most readers are familiar). It is not the most recent version,
but visually there is very little difference and creating projects and models follows
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Eclipse’s normal flow. While building C++ files, obviously the normal C++ syntax
highlighting is used, but syntax highlighting is also available in the proprietary
language, which makes it easy to recognize typing-, or other errors.

The visual editor allows the user to create coupled models by adding and link-
ing Atomic DEVS blocks or other Coupled DEVS blocks. It supports an hierarchical
structure, that allows the user to modify the internals of any component (Cou-
pled or Atomic) by double clicking it. Within the editor for an Atomic block, the
graphical editor allows the creation of states, input ports, output ports, variables and
internal and external transitions. The specifics of all these elements are edited textually.

The graphical editor does its jobs as expected, with clear visuals (connections
have arrow heads to show direction, atomic blocks are outlined in blue, coupled in
green) and great usability (no unexpected behaviour, easy to create overview, ...).

simulation and debugging

When starting the simulation on a project, the user is prompted to select which “.ma”
(coupled file) to use as the model for the simulation, (optionally) to select a global
event file, (optionally) to create output and log files, and to select a final time for the
simulation (or allow it to use infinity as stop time). Any possible output would be
captured in the “.out” file, and the simulation is logged in the “.log” file.

Inspecting these files are the only form of model debugging you can expect
from CD++Builder, as it is not possible to pause the simulation or to execute it step by
step.

conclusion

CD++Builder expects the user to know C++. By doing this, however, it allows the
necessary proprietary syntax to be very concise, which makes it easy and fast to learn
how to use it. The overall structure is very similar to the tool MS4Me, but that tool
uses a completely new syntax for every step of the model creation. By using C++ as
the most important language, CD++Builder is a more attractive tool for those who
already have experience with programming (even if it is limited).

By using Eclipse as the basis for the tool, the developers could focus on imple-
menting the visual editor and the syntax and underlying structure of the DEVS
formalism, knowing that the Eclipse-based interface would already have a high degree
of usability. For this reason I would deem CD++Builder viable for commercial use as
well as academic, should it still be supported by the developers. The age and lack of
support and up-to-date/complete user manual are CD++Builder’s major drawbacks.



5
D E V S - S U I T E

DEVS-Suite was designed at the Arizona Center for Integrative Modeling and
Simulation, part of the Arizona State University. The goal of the tool is to extend
the existing DEVSJava simulator with the option to collect data during simula-
tion. Their emphasis was on limiting the complexity of DEVS simulation and keeping
the generics of DEVS that allow it to be applicable in any field or modeling situation.[9]

Link: http://acims.asu.edu/software/devs-suite/

facts

• OS Support: Platform independent

• Download / Install / Project size: 700 KB / 700 KB / KB’s

• Implementation / Modelling language: Java / Java

• Developer Support: The latest version of DEVS-Suite (3.0) was released on April
11, 2015, and the Windows version has had changes happen in the summer of
2015. For Linux (and Mac) no changes have occurred after the initial release, how-
ever since it is a Java project it should be possible to run the Windows version on
all three operating systems. Still, there might be internal differences, so platform
independence cannot be assumed, especially since the developers provide both
versions separately.

installation & first run

Being a JAR file, installation is not required. Running the JAR opens DEVS-Suite
without any problems. There is some configuration necessary though. To do this, the
developers include a readme file that explains what to fill in into the settings and to
open a package with some basic models. However, I had to mostly ignore the readme
file as the settings explained in it would not work (on either versions 2.1 or 3.0).
Instead of using an absolute path in the first box, a simple “.” was needed to work,
which is the same as the second box. In the tool itself, however, the field is labeled
“from current folder”, showing that it would need a relative path, not an absolute
one. Furthermore, the “SimpArcMod” package that should have some basic models
did either not seem to exist, or not contain any models, so I had to resort to loading
another example project1 that did eventually allow me to load in models and simulate
them.

There are some papers available that discuss the functionality and use of the

1 The “TrafficLight” package created by Yentl Van Tendeloo, designed for earlier research.
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DEVS-Suite tool, but I did miss a comprehensive user manual, or anything that
explained how to design the DEVS models in the first place. It is mentioned on the
tool’s home page that this is done by using the DEVSJava formalism, and there are
some manuals available for this, so this does lessen burden of users that are new to
either DEVSJava or DEVS-Suite.

creating a project

DEVS-Suite uses Java to design the DEVS models, both the atomic design as well as
the coupling are composed by Java classes (in contrast to some other text-oriented
tools that use a proprietary syntax for at least the coupling of models).

The atomic class has methods for all types of transitions possible in a DEVS
model (init, external transition, internal transition, output message). The message class
is used to store and transmit messages between ports (blocks), and can store any type
of data that extends an Entity. It takes some inspection of existing models to get an
idea of how to design these models, but with even with a minimal knowledge of the
Java language, designing models should become fairly straightforward without too
much effort.

The coupled DEVS models’ most important part is the constructor, in which all
the atomic (or other coupled) models are defined, added to the model, and coupled.
Even more so than with the atomic models, taking a look at an example project should
tell novice users all the basics they need to know to design their own model.

simulation and debugging

Being a usable tool for the design of DEVS models is not the main goal of DEVS-
Suite, which is why in the previous section, the interface was not discussed, simply
because there is no interface available. What DEVS-Suite excels at, is being a very
complete simulation package including visual, live representation of the simulation
and debugging through plotting of input/output values of any of the blocks in the
simulation.

Interface

The DEVS-Suite tool is shown after a simulation in Figure 4. The entire workspace is
taken up by things concerning the simulation. The top left corner shows the currently
open coupled model with all of the atomic models it contains. Upon selecting one of
the atomic models, the user can inspect some information of the model: current time,
last transition time, phase, time advance and input/output ports. It is not possible to
change these values here, they serve just as an overview. Changes to the model have
to be done within the code and a recompilation is required. After reloading the model
in DEVS-Suite the changes should be apparent..
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Figure 4: View of the DEVS-Suite tool, after performing 100 simulation steps on the “Traffi-
cLight” model.

The bottom left part of the tool contains all the simulation controls, these include
doing a full, non-stop run (by pressing “Run”), performing a simple step (“Step”) and
performing a number of steps (“Step(n)”). The simulation can be paused at any time
during a continuous run (either a full or a number of steps). When the simulation
is paused, it can be resumed with a full run, a number of steps or a single step.
By pressing “Reset” when paused, the simulation is reset to the starting position.
DEVS-Suite thus contains the full range of simulation possibilities. There are also
three sliding bars. The one labeled “Real Time Factor” sets the speed of the simulation
by comparing the simulation time to wall-clock time. When the factor is set to 1, a
single second in simulation time is performed in a single second in wall-clock time.
The other two sliders will be discussed further in this section. All of the sliders can
even be adjusted whilst the simulation is running, giving the user the option to slow
down the simulation during interesting parts and speed up during less active parts.

A small performance issue arises when the Real Time Factor is set really small,
as the simulation is then executed extremely rapidly, and the tool cannot keep up with
itself, as buttons become unresponsive for the duration of the simulation and pausing
(or waiting until the simulation completes) is the only solution, but this also takes a
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long time to register in this case. A minimum factor of 0.01 (seemingly independent of
the model) is necessary to keep the tool from freezing momentarily during simulation.

The top right pane contains five small buttons, that do the same things as the
simulation control buttons discussed above. Beneath these, the SimView panel is
visible. This panel shows the model that is currently open in the tool. The couplings
between the ports of the blocks can be shown or hidden by the checkbox labeled
“always show couplings”. During simulation, the SimView panel can show messages
being transmitted along the couplings, which is great for investigating the timing of
transitions in the DEVS model while the simulation is running. Visually seeing the
messages fly through the model is a lot more intuitive than inspecting a log file after
the simulation. The slider on the bottom right labeled “Animation Speed” sets how
fast the messages are flying from block to block.

In the bottom right, there is both a Console (not shown in Figure4) and (option-
ally) one or more TimeView instances, that allow the tracking of incoming or outgoing
messages from DEVS components. The Console shows the progress of the simulation
but provides very limited information unless tracking is enabled, at which it shows
whenever the part being tracked sends or receives a message. If tracking is disabled,
the only information it provides comes at the end of the simulation (or on a pause)
at which time it states the simulation time and iteration last executed. The TimeView
window allows the user to inspect for example at which time messages were sent or
received, and in some cases, what the value of those messages was (if it were to be a
numerical value). This part of the tool be popped out of the main interface and shown
in an additional window.

Debugging can thus be done in many ways, by inspecting the log, the SimView
messages and the TimeView tracking results.

conclusion

The design of DEVS models is not the focus of DEVS-Suite, and as such it provides
very little to no help in speeding up this process or making it clear for both novice
and experienced users. A basic knowledge of Java is required, and due to the lack of a
complete and in-depth user manual, some example classes/projects are necessary to
get started on designing a new model from the ground up.

DEVS-Suite focuses on the simulation and debugging of DEVS models and does
this in a way unmatched by other tools, by providing excellent simulation controls, a
real-time view showing messages being transmitted between blocks and the possibility
to track incoming and outgoing messages on the ports of selected models.
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D E V S I M P Y

DEVSimPy is a tool originally developed as a project of the University of Corsica, the
source and binaries are hosted on GitHub. The tool is designed to serve as a graphical
UI for the PyPDEVS/PyDEVS API, to simplify the creation (and simulation) of models.

It was designed by the Environmental Sciences department of the University to
model a wide variety of topics, from forest fires to myths and legends to digital
circuits.

Link: https://github.com/capocchi/DEVSimPy

facts

• OS Support: Platform independent (Windows, Linux, OSX)

• Download / Install / Project size: 30 MB / 14 MB / KB’s

• Implementation / Modelling language: Python / Python

• Developer support: The last commit to v2.9, which was 27 days ago at the time
of writing was a bug fix. According to GitHub, the latest longer period of devel-
opment and changes was October/November 2014.

installation & first run

Installing DEVSimPy should have been relatively easy, yet it proved troublesome in
my case. Due to an unforeseen mismatch between my Python installation (on Win-
dows) (which was apparently 32 bit) and the 64 bit “wxPython” installation (which
is required to run DEVSimPy), I got a very nondescript error saying “DEVSimPy
requires wxPython, which doesn’t seem to be installed”, which gave no insight into
what the problem was. I tried on three different OS’s (Windows, OSX and Ubuntu)
and got the same error every time, on OSX the problem was the exact opposite as on
Windows. Eventually looking into the source code showed that the error happened
on the import wx statement, which, when ran individually, gave an error for which
the reason could be looked up online. I realize the problem was user error, but since
I was not the only one with this issue, there could have been a more descriptive error
handling.

DEVSimPy comes with an extensive user manual, however, this is only in French, as
such losing a lot of potential users that do not master the language completely. Since
the tool itself is programmed in English, and the GitHub page also uses English as the
main language, it would not be a bad idea to translate the user guide to allow more
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users to get started with the tool. The GitHub page leads to some videos on YouTube
that can teach a user the basics of working with DEVSimPy. However, these are in no
way sufficient for any tool with professional aspirations.

creating a project

Interface

DEVSimPy has a clean user interface: most of the screen is taken up by the “diagram”
pane, a plain white sheet where blocks can be added to by right-clicking, as shown
by Figure 5. To the left of the diagram pane is the “control” pane, which holds a
(initially very limited) library and a property field. It is possible to import external
libraries. The property field shows a block’s properties (label, look, inputs, outputs,
output function). The fact that the output function is shown here makes it easy to see
exactly what the block outputs, as it cannot be changed from this panel. These same
properties can be opened by right-clicking on a block, but since this opens a popup
menu, the properties field in the control pane is more conveniently accessible.

The tool bar serves no function to the model (to create, modify the blocks). It
contains buttons to load/save, to change the view (zoom, connector type) of the
model and to simulate and debug the model. It makes for a clean interface, but having
separate distinct buttons to add blocks or connections would allow a novice user to
more easily find the controls, and there is more than enough space for it. Being able
to add blocks by right-clicking is practical, but both options could be there. A library
block can simply be used by dragging it onto the diagram pane.

Model creation and function

As stated before, block creation is easily done by right-clicking and selecting “new”.
Connecting one block to another can be done by dragging a line between the two (but
first selecting the “from”-block is necessary to show the ports), or by selecting the
other block from a list via the right-click menu on the first block. This list, however,
could grow very big if a lot of blocks are in use, so this is not a scalable solution.

The logic of a certain block (state, transitions, time advance, output function) is
written in Python code and accessible by right-clicking on a block and selecting “edit”.
A prompt is opened that asks whether to open the build-in editor, or the user’s local
editor, choosing the option of a local editor does not do anything on Windows however,
but the build-in editor is fine. It performs syntax highlighting, but no auto-completion.
Upon creating a new, empty block, the tool creates a general template with adequate
information to create the logic with a basic knowledge of DEVS. The user only has to
fill in the body of the different methods.

The graphical interface does work flawlessly, as blocks can be moved, resized or
changed in color without any issues, and connections are changed without flaw when
the connected blocks are moved. The user can choose the type of connectors to use:
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Figure 5: Screenshot of DEVSimPy with 2 blocks, one with changed colors, and the properties
pane open.

they could be either direct (straight lines), square (only horizontal and vertical lines)
or linear (a straight line with short horizontal piece at the block to improve visability).

simulation and debugging

The simulator allows the user to set an end time (or run without a time limit) and
press “Run” to start the simulation. During the run, the simulation can be paused by
pressing the “Suspend” button. This allows the user to pause the simulation and take
a look at the results mid-simulation. Pressing the “log” button does not do anything,
so the best way to check the results is by writing them to a file using the “To_Disk”
or other blocks from the collector library. The simulation can then be resumed by
pressing “Run” again. A full reset is performed by pressing the “Stop” button.

There are some extra options to the simulation. First of all, the user can choose
from three different DEVS packages on which to run the simulation: PyPDEVS,
PyPDEVS_221 and PyDEVS. When selection PyPDEVS, one can further specify
whether to use distributed, classic or parallel DEVS simulation. The “About” button
shows information and documentation about the selected DEVS simulation kernel,
but only does this for PyPDEVS_221.
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conclusion

DEVSimPy serves its purpose as a tool that serves to make the use of PyPDEVS/Py-
DEVS more usable. The visual interface is clean and logical and leaves little to be
desired. There are some little bugs when designing the logic for blocks (not willing to
save due to explanation-lacking errors), but overall the system works properly.

The easy adaption of this tool is somewhat hampered due to the lack of English
documentation/manuals, but there is a very elaborate French manual available. There-
fore, I believe that as an academic tool within the university at which it was developed,
it is very capable, but to gain more widespread recognition, some additional effort is
needed.
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M S 4 M E

MS4Me[14] is a commercial tool designed by MS4 systems, a Phoenix-located company.
MS4Me for commercial use is paid has two separate price points: one for academic or
for professional use, which is considerably higher. Luckily, there is also a trial version
that can be used for a full year and does not seem to have any limitations regarding
features.

MS4Me was designed for users who are not as familiar with traditional pro-
gramming, which explains why they use a “natural language” syntax substitute as to
lower the threshold of required IT knowledge to being able to build more than the
most arbitrary models[19].

Link: http://www.ms4systems.com/pages/ms4me.php

facts

• OS Support: Windows, Linux

• Download / Install / Project size: 197 MB / 331 MB / 100s of KBs

• Implementation / Modelling language: Java / Java & proprietary

• Developer Support: The latest version of the Executable seems to be from August
2015, so developer support is not extremely frequent, but it is recent.

installation & first run

MS4Me started up without any problems and starts right into the “launch page”. This
is the main hub for creating a project, creating models, simulation, etc. For novice
users, the tool comes with a 200-page user manual as well as video tutorials to get you
started with the tool.

creating a project

MS4Me does not make it very straightforward to create some generic models and link
them together. There is a visualization in the tool, but no drag-and-drop GUI with
which the model is designed. This is in contrast with many of the other tools under
consideration. Instead, it uses a “natural” language designer. This is to be interpreted
as a syntax designed specifically to create models/blocks using natural language
inspired keywords. Linking the blocks also uses this natural syntax. This all means
that using the tool without a user manual or tutorial of some sort would be near
impossible in a reasonable matter of time.
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Luckily, however, they do include a great manual which includes step-by-step
tutorials, three of them, from a very basic one (simplest functional model possible), to
one with actual logic (in Java code) in the blocks. This actually makes the tool very
easy to start with.

Interface

MS4Me[14] is build on Eclipse, which makes it feel familiar to most people that have
any experience with Java or IT in general, however, since this is not their main target
audience[19], some advantages (usability wise) are lost. The launch tab provides
shortcuts to the most important features required to build a working model. This is
practical for new users and looks nice, but I believe that most serious users would
resort to using the links at the menu or toolbar level. Nevertheless, this is a nice feature.

The tool uses a proprietary syntax (shown in Figure 6) that is supports syntax
highlighting, link highlighting and error handling. There is some capability to create
models in a visual editor, but it is not easy to use, making textual generation faster (in
my case) then visual. It is possible to view the model visually by going into simulation
view. The simulation view is also very visually attractive by showing messages and
transitions happen in real-time through step-by-step execution.

By using this non-visual interface, MS4Me avoids that the user spends much
of his time designing an attractive model and focuses on the functional part of
modelling.

Model creation and function

MS4Me does a good job of keeping the entire modelling flow within the confines of
one program, meaning there is absolutely no need to be creating or modifying external
files to add advanced functions to blocks.

simulation and debugging

Once all the models are designed and connected, simulation is straightforward and
automatic by simple opening the “Simulation Viewer”. Messages are shown moving
from one block to the next when performing a simple “Step” or when clicking “View”,
which will perform steps continuously but showing every individual step. Clicking
“Run” runs the full simulation indefinitely, but without showing messages move graph-
ically. “Run to” performs a requested number of steps or runs the simulation to a
requested termination time, also without showing the messages graphically. The “Sim-
ulation Status” pane shows a number of time stamps (current, previous event, next
event), the number of transitions by type and the number of models. Figure 7 shows
the simulation screen.
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Figure 6: The simulation view of MS4Me showing the “natural language” syntax

Figure 7: The simulation view of MS4Me showing a simple Hello World model
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conclusion

MS4Me has tried to keep the required knowledge of both programming and DEVS
itself to an absolute minimum by providing an easy-to-use proprietary “natural
language” syntax and providing a very extensive user manual. For IT novices, this is
great, as the threshold of more conventional tools is not there. For people with an IT
background, and who have prior experience with other DEVS tools, the new syntax
and (compared to other tools) (subjectively) unwieldy structure of models might be
discouraging.

Ignoring this, however, MS4Me is one of the only tools discussed in this research
that really allow for professional and commercial use, in businesses where IT is often
merely a tool to get to a goal, not the goal itself (as would be the case in many
academic tools).
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P O W E R D E V S

PowerDEVS[2] is a general purpose tool for DEVS modeling and simulation. It was
originally designed at the Universidad Nacional de Rosario in Argentina and the
source is hosted free on SourceForge. PowerDEVS uses C++ as its underlying language
and combines this with a graphical model builder and with a Sci-Lab environment
that allows for a further analysis of the simulation results.

The motivation for PowerDEVS was to attract users to DEVS-based methods for
modeling, without them having to inherently learn all about DEVS. The developers
therefore set out to create a simulation environment that can be used by both
DEVS specialists or users who just want the possibility of adding some predefined (in
a library) blocks together and modifying the parameters, to create a working model. [2]

Link: https://sourceforge.net/projects/powerdevs/

facts

• OS Support: Windows & Linux

• Download / Install / Project size: 51 MB / 293 MB / 500 KB

• Implementation / Modelling language: C++ / C++

• Developer Support: At the time of writing (March 16th, 2016) the SourceForge
page was last updated on March 1st, 2016, showing the developer is still active on
the project. However, the latest version of PowerDEVS Windows installer avail-
able (v930) was last modified in 2013, over 2 years ago.

installation & first run

PowerDEVS installation is as smooth as any installation should go. After download-
ing and running the installer, the tool was immediately recognized by Windows and
started up quickly without faults.

creating a project

Interface

PowerDEVS has a very clean looking interface with maximal space taken up by the
model pane itself, and except for the toolbar, the rest of the space is taken up by the
library, as shown in Figure 8. This library contains discrete, continuous, mathematical
blocks, “Petri net” blocks, time blocks, output blocks, input blocks and vectors.
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The drag-and-drop interface is not perfect. At least on Windows, there are mul-
tiple bugs and impracticalities. The most obvious is apparent when resizing: at a
certain point, a block can become so small that it is no longer possible to move it, and
it will often resize unpredictably when trying to moving a block, even though the click
was no where near the corners. A second impracticality is that, when dragging in a
new block, it will show a preview of that new block, but when releasing, the block
is not placed where that preview block was located, but rather the top left corner of
the block is lined up with the location of the mouse-pointer. It does, however, support
most of the features required by a usable graphical interface: it supports coloring
blocks, changing size, even changing orientation, such that even very complex models
can remain clear and readable, and the overview is never lost.

PowerDEVS also does a relatively good job of protecting the user against some
mistakes. For example, it will not allow you to the output of a block to its own input,
by warning you when trying to run the model (and not allowing for the simulation
to run). The mouse pointer also changes shape when hovering different parts of the
block. It will, for example, become a cross when hovering over a port, making it easy
to see when to click to connect blocks, as the blocks are not that big and the ports are
not shown clearly.

The use of multiple screens when working with PowerDEVS can improve practi-
cality, since some functions (e.g. change the code for a block) open up new pop-ups
that take up a lot of space. This might mean a lot of switching between screens.

Model creation and function

Creating a model is relatively straightforward and does not necessarily need an in
depth tutorial to work. One can either use any of the existing blocks in the library, or
build a completely new block using the “Atomic” block from the “Basic Elements”
library.

Each block can be extended by adding a number of parameters and by setting
the code. You can choose to build the code based on other blocks in the library (and
thus gain some knowledge on how), or generate a new file. The code editor (shown
in Figure 9) then automatically generates a .cpp and .h file and splits the file up in
six tabs labeled: “Init”, “Time advance”, “Internal transition”, “External transistion”,
“Output” and “Exit”. When opening the file in an external editor, you can clearly
recognize these different parts as they each make up their own method in the c++ file.
Block function can therefor be changed from both within PowerDEVS and externally.
From within PowerDEVS it is also possible to check for compiler warnings, and the
simulation can be ran without first having to manually build source files.
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Figure 8: The PowerDEVS tool with library (left) and model pane (right)

simulation and debugging

The PowerDEVS simulator has multiple different ways of running a simulation: A run-
as-fast-as-possible option (labeled “Run Simulation”) executes the entire simulation as
fast as possible. The option labeled “Run Timed” will run the simulation at a slower
pace, taking one 1 second per simulation time unit. During these two options, it is
always possible to stop the simulation from running (using the button labeled “Stop”),
but this is a hard stop, so it is not possible to continue the simulation after stopping
it. It is also possible to perform the simulation step by step, by first selection how
many steps you want to perform, then clicking the button labeled “Step(s)”. During
simulation steps, the state of the system can be inspected by using blocks from the
“Sinks” library, for example the “GnuPlot” block.

During simulation steps, there are no visual effects going on in the model itself.
PowerDEVS relies on the blocks in the “Sinks” library to visually show the simulation
unfold. A very practical one is the “GnuPlot” block, which shows a plot of the
(numerical) output value of whatever block it is connected to.

Debugging during simulation is limited to the step by step execution and inspecting
the output values.
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Figure 9: The PowerDEVS code editor.

conclusion

PowerDEVS is a great tool for people with limited experience in DEVS modeling
and just want to build models with existing, pre-defined blocks, but also provides
excellent support for those users who want to use the full range of DEVS possibilities
by providing a great C++ based code builder. Visually and usability-wise, however,
the tool could use some improvements as it does not always react as expected, evoking
minor frustration at some times.

Simulation provides the main options (run full, run timed and step-by-step),
but has no visual feedback on the model. Debugging and output storage is limited to
connecting output blocks and observing the results.
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V L E

The “Virtual Laboratory Environment” is a DEVS tool that has been under develop-
ment from around 2009. VLE was designed to encompass the complete modeling cycle,
from theoretical concepts to applied specific models. According to the developers, it
thus sits between the academic modeling (theoretical) and the application of models
in other fields (such as Environmental Sciences).[13]

Link: http://www.vle-project.org/

facts

• OS Support: Windows & Linux

• Download / Install / Project size: 108 MB / 520 MB / 10s of MBs

• Implementation / Modelling language: C++ / C++

• Developer support: At the time of finishing the research, the most recent version
1.1.3 of the stable 1.1 package had been recently released (exactly one month ago).
This discussion is however made on the previous version 1.1.2. An experimental
version 1.3 is listed on GitHub but according to the website it is still a work in
progress. Last work on the project was also roughly a month ago, but seemed to
be little changes/fixes, most of the source files have been unchanged for multiple
months now.

installation & first run

Installing VLE on Windows was very straightforward. After downloading the Win-
dows installer and installing it, it ran perfectly on the first try. The website does not
provide any support for OSX, but they do include installation instruction for Linux.
There were some issues with installing on Linux. However, they could quite easily be
fixed and within approximately an hour to 90 minutes VLE was installed on Linux as
well.

VLE does not provide a user manual. Some tutorials (both text and video) are
available on the website, but these seem to serve more as a demonstration than as
tutorials. One of the projects described in the tutorial also failed to build/simulate
when followed step by step, both on Linux and Windows. Most of the documentation
(papers, thesis) is only available in French, making it difficult for many people to
educate themselves on the tool.
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creating a project

Even though VLE supports the full cycle for building DEVS models, it does not allow
the user to do this all from within the graphical environment. To create and configure
a new project, the tutorial uses the command line tool (VLE). However, this also seems
possible from within the visual interface (GVLE) itself. Why the documentation would
not just use the UI is lost to me, as this seems way more user-friendly. Once the project
is created (either through the VLE command line interface or the GVLE interface), it is
possible to add blocks to the model.

Model creation and function

Before you can do so, however, the block logic (within VLE called “dynamics”) first
has to be designed in C++ externally (according to the tutorial) and added to the
project, by adding the sources to the “scr” folder, and manually adding the dynamics
in the “CMakeLists.txt” file, in the same folder. Each time a new file is added, the
project has to be rebuild in order for GVLE to recognize the new block dynamics.

For both time concerns and novice-friendliness, it would be preferable to not
having to externally create the logic for the files. Having to rebuild the entire project
every time the dynamics of a block change also takes up a lot of time and will leave
professional users that want to use the tool for more than experiments in a lot of
frustration.

Furthermore, because the design of the dynamics (the C++ files) is completely
external, there is no aid in the form of a template, apart from copying the “simple.cpp”
file and modifying it to fit your requirements. All in all, having a more streamlined
dynamics creation, without the need to rebuild, would be much preferable and
consume less time.

Interface

The GUI is simple and the overview is good. The main buttons to create a graphical
model are on the toolbar. Within the context menus, there are options to run the
simulation and configure/clean/build the project. It is thus possible to do these steps
from within GVLE, but you would still need to create the dynamics from outside the
tool.

To actually design the graphical DEVS model, you have to open the “empty.vpz” file
from the “exp” folder. Here, new blocks (called models) can be added to the empty
slate (which resizes automatically). Upon creating the model, you can select which
“dynamic” you want the block to use. In Figure 10, you can see that Model B (the
bottom block) had the Generator (from the “first models” tutorial on the VLE website)
dynamic allocated to it.
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Figure 10: GVLE showing a model with two blocks and two different types of “dynamics”,
created in advance.

Although a minimal amount of time is spent designing the graphical view of the
model, it is still good to see that doing so requires very little effort. For example, they
have automatically resizing slates/blocks, and the lines created when linking two
blocks together automatically snap into a connector made from horizontal and vertical
line pieces.

It is not uncommon to experience rather random crashes when right-clicking in
some menus, or to experience other difficulties. Overall, the tool is functional, but
could use some work, both on fixing bugs, as well as generating a more practical work
flow.

simulation and debugging

VLE provides very limited simulation functionality, the only option being to click a
full run or stop. No step-by-step execution or timed execution is possible, requiring
additional effort from the user to gather information from the model mid-simulation.
The debugging options are therefore also almost non-existent and limited to inspecting
the output files generated by the simulation.
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conclusion

From the perspective of a usability research, VLE has trouble keeping up with some
other tools. The frequent rebuilding (upon changing the logic of a block, before
simulation, ...) and the fact that the block’s logic has to be created manually, in C++,
from outside the program, without a good template, makes that it simply is not as
easy to use. This is especially true for non-IT users, but also for IT professionals.

Version 1.3 of VLE is currently under construction and hopefully this will fix
some of the issues described above. The latest version of 1.1 (1.1.3) was released very
recently, but many of of the bugs I noticed stayed, and I noticed even more (creating
a new project with a name of a project that already exists in the same folder crashes
the program). There is also no easy way to upgrade from version 1.1 to 1.3, and
the website shows multiple warnings that it is still a project under construction, so
evaluating that in this comparative study might not be fair to both this and the other
tools.
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C O M PA R I S O N

To compare the different tools under research, a list of general features was created
that contains a selection of the most important or impactful design choices or func-
tionalities that I came across during the extensive usage of all tools. These features
have been separated in different categories. A total of seven categories exist. In the
discussion of each separate category, a table is included that shows which tools
implement which features.

The list below contains a short introduction for each category of features:

• Availability: Features in this category are all concerned with how easy it is to get
and install the tools, and whether they are still being supported by the develop-
ers.

• Installation: These features are all concerned with how easy it is to get the tool
up and running, and what platforms they actually run on.

• Documentation: User manuals or example projects can be a huge help in trying
to learn how to work with the tool. Academic papers or reports can (among
many other things) allow prospective users to see whether the creators designed
the tools for your specific needs. The existence of all these documents is evaluated
in this category.

• Interface: These features discuss the visual structure and outlook of the tool.

• Model Design: This very important category is concerned with a tool’s capabili-
ties to efficiently create models. First, the tools are either classified as being visual-
based (the main generation method is visually adding blocks to a drag-and-drop
pane, whereas the logic is hidden behind the visual elements) or textual-based
(where the users creates blocks using mostly text, and a visual representation is
just for overview, not for functional editing). Depending on which type of tool
it is, different features are important. Some general features, that apply to both
types of tools are evaluated as well.

• Library: These features are concerned with the availability of a library of blocks,
or at least the existence of a freely-available model repository.

• Simulation: Simulation features discuss to which level the tool supports simula-
tion.

Normally the description of the feature will be indicated in bold. If this is not the
case, this means the feature is a “sub-feature” of the bold (“main”) feature above it.
Generally, should this main feature not be checked, then the boxes for the sub-features
are grayed out since these sub-features cannot exist without their main feature, or
their existence is of lesser importance.
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In the tables below, you will see that most feature evaluations are color coded
as either green (indicating good) or red (indicating bad). For some features, this color
coordination is not implemented, as whether the feature is implemented is merely a
choice, and there is no good or bad answer.

Each of the features has a more in-depth explanation beneath the table. This
way any confusion or ambiguity can be resolved. It also provides the possibility
for additional comments on specific tools for that specific feature, as sometimes the
answer is just not as simple as a plain yes or no.
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10.1 availability

Table 1: Evaluation of availability traits.
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Website x x x x x x x

Website up to date (< 1 year) x x x x x x

Papers using this tool (< 1 year) x x x x x

Simple download x x x x x x

Open Source x x x x

Free x x x x x x

Active project (< 1 year) x x x x x

• Website: indicates whether the tool has an active website that hosts the download,
information about the tool, the authors, etc. For multiple tools, this website is
nothing more than a GitHub or SourceForge page.

• Website up to date (< 1 year): indicates whether the website has undergone
recent changes (within the last year) or updates. This does not have to mean that
the tool is still under development, but it might indicate that it is at least still
being used.

• Papers using this tool (< 1 year): indicates whether papers using or discussing
this tool have been released in the last year (2015 or 2016). This could be a good
indication that the tool is still being used, or at least being investigated. Google
Scholar was used to evaluate this.

• Simple download: indicates whether it is straightforward to download the latest
version of the tool.

– MS4Me requires you to request the download link for a trial version and is
as such not a simple download.

• Open Source: indicates whether the tool comes with the sources, such that these
can be modified freely.

• Free: indicates whether the tool is free to use (paid with free trial is indicated as
not free).

• Active project: indicates whether the tool has undergone any changes to the
publicly available version in the last year.
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10.2 installation

Table 2: Evaluation of installation traits.
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No installation required x x

Platform independent x x x

Windows x x x x

Linux x x x

Mac (x) (x)

No external dependencies x x x x

No manual configuration x x x x x

Installation tutorial/manual available x x x x x

First party installation tutorial/manual available x x x x

• No installation required: indicates that the tool can be ran without running any
installer, either for the tool or any dependencies.

• Platform independent: indicates whether the tool is platform independent,
meaning the same version can be ran on any platform, as is the case with most
Python or Java tools/files.

• Windows: indicates whether the tool is available for Windows.

• Linux: indicates whether the tool is available for Linux.

• Mac: indicates whether the tool is available for Max. An “(x)” indication means
that technically, given the UNIX base of OSX, this tool might work on Mac, how-
ever, this has not been verified.

• No external dependencies: indicates that the extra dependencies required to run
the tool did not hamper or slow down the installation.

• No manual configuration: indicates that after the installation, the tool is ready to
run without having to manually configure anything.

• Installation tutorial/manual available: indicates whether a tutorial (written or
video) that explains the process of installation is available.

• First party installation tutorial/manual available: indicates whether the tutorial
is available on the tool’s own website.
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10.3 documentation

Table 3: Evaluation of documentation traits.
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User manual (English) available x x

Academic paper(s) (English) available x x x x x x x

Academic paper(s) (English) available on website x x x

Tutorials available (video or textual) x x x x x

First party tutorials available (video or textual) x x x

First party example project x x x x x

• User manual (English) available: indicates whether a user manual is available,
either on the tool’s website or elsewhere.

• Academic paper(s) (English) available: indicates whether papers discussing the
tool (not merely using the tool) are available on line.

• Academic paper(s) (English) available on website: indicates whether papers dis-
cussing the tool are available for download (or at least referenced) on the tool’s
website.

• Tutorials available: indicates whether any tools are available online (e.g. on
Youtube).

• First party tutorial available: indicates whether the tool’s website has one or
more tutorials available.

• First party example project: indicates whether example projects or models are
available for download on the website.
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interface

Table 4: Evaluation of interface traits.
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Clearly laid-out interface (no tutorial needed) x (x) x (x) (x) x (x)

Menus and options in the right place x x x x x x x

Buttons have have a corresponding image x x x x x x

Working environment takes up most space x x x x x x x

Console is shown and in a good place x x x x

Project explorer exists in its ideal location x x x x

Most features are self-explanatory x x x x

Modern interface look x x x x x

• Clearly laid-out interface (no tutorial needed): indicates (subjectively) that the
user interface has all the right things in the right places. Criteria for a tool to
satisfy this feature are:

– Menus and options are in the right place (top status bar) and labeled simi-
larly as other tools (and the OS).

– Buttons on the toolbar have an image that corresponds to the task it does,
and hovering on the button shows extra information.

– The working environment (either text editor or modeling pane) take up the
majority of space.

– Console, error handling, etc, ... are at the bottom of the place, in accordance
with most development/modeling tools.

– The (optional) project explorer is to the left of the main editor, in accordance
with most development/modeling tools.

– In general, when playing around with the tool, most of the features and
functionalities should explain themselves.

A tool does not need to satisfy all individual requirements to satisfy globally,
if a tool feels familiar and the learning curve is not too high, it is fine. An “(x)”
indication means that the tool satisfies mostly subjectively, but might not do so for
novice users (in the case of AToMPM) or those unfamiliar with Eclipse (MS4Me
and CD++Builder).

• Modern interface look: indicates (subjectively) whether the tool looks “modern”.
For example, the general looks resemble that of the operating system it is running
on and have responsive design (easy to adjust size, support for high DPI screens,
...). Standard Swing layout, a lot of gray-tones and unresponsive design limit
some tools.
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10.4 model design

Table 5: Evaluation of model design traits.
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Visual based model design x x x x

Logic implementation from within tool x x x x

Majority of screen taken up by design pane x x x x

No unexpected visual editor quirks x x

Intuitive visual editor controls x x x

High level of visual adaptability x x x

Textual based model design x x x

Visual representation of textual design x x

Included textual editor x

Model validity checking x x x x

No manual logic recompilation after changes x x x x x

Exclusive use of existing programming languages x x x x x

Generic template auto-generated x x x x

Use of proprietary language x x x

Syntax highlighting for proprietary language x x

Proprietary language for atomic model x

Proprietary language for coupled model x x

• Visual based model design: indicates that the main tool for modeling is
graphical-based. Indications are a prominent drag-and-drop pane, options to
adapt blocks visually and the fact that creating coupled DEVS is done through
creating visual connections as opposed to textually add connections between
blocks.

• Logic implementation from within tool: indicates that a block’s logic code can be
edited from within the tool (using either an included text editor or automatically
opening the correct file in another local tool).

• Majority of the screen taken up by design pane: self-explanatory.

• No unexpected visual editor quirks: indicates that when designing in the tool,
blocks do not suddenly resize, do not snap to places the user did not intend, links
stay connected when connected blocks are moved, and other of such examples.

• Intuitive visual editor controls: indicates that, in general, the same sort of clicks
and keyboard shortcuts are used in the tool as they would be in similar tools. For
example: right clicking opens the context menu, double clicking opens properties
or edit menu, resizing is done by dragging the corners, ... AToMPM fails for
example because opening more information on a model requires the user to press
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shift + clicking on the object. Although this is usually easy to get used to, it is
not intuitive.

• High level of visual adaptability: indicates that blocks or other objects can be
visually modified in multiple ways, including but not limited to size, color and
orientation.

• Textual based model design: indicates that the entire DEVS model can be created
using only textual files. The tool then allows this to be made easier, or allows for
simulation, but would not be necessary to create a syntactically correct model.

• Visual representation of textual design: indicates that the tool has a way to
visually represent atomic and coupled models that have been designed textually.

• Included textual editor: indicates that the textual files can be generated from
within the tool, without ever having to use any text editor.

• Model validity checking: indicates that the tool is capable of checking the valid-
ity of a model and (optionally) locate any errors should the model not be valid.

• No manual logic recompilation after changes: indicates that it is not necessary
to recompile sources or models before they can be used within the tool for further
design or simulation.

• Exclusive use of existing programming languages: indicates that the tool only
uses existing programming languages to create or add logic to models.

• Generic template auto-generated: indicates that the tool automatically generates
some sort of template for the logic of the model. This might mean, for example,
creating a Java class with all methods predefined, such that the user only has to
make the necessary additions. Tools can take it one step further and combine this
with providing different fields for different transition functions (internal, external,
output, ...), hiding all the code the user does not need to see.

• Use of proprietary language: indicates that the tool has its own language for the
entire (or part of the) model creation.

• Syntax highlighting for proprietary language: indicates that the tool has syntax
highlighting support for the proprietary syntax, thus allowing the user to easily
get familiar with it.

• Proprietary language for atomic model: indicates that a proprietary lan-
guage/syntax is used to create atomic models.

• Proprietary language for coupled model: indicates that a proprietary textual
language/syntax is used to connect different atomic (or hierarchical coupled)
models.
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10.5 library

Table 6: Evaluation of library traits.
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Basic building blocks included x

Library support x x

Online model repository (x) x

• Basic building blocks included: indicates that some basic building blocks (such
as vector blocks, mathematical blocks, etc) are included with a fresh install of the
program. Input or output blocks designed to generate or log simulation results
do not count, as they do not technically add to the “construction” of the model.
This of course does not mean these blocks are not useful.

• Expandable library support: indicates that there is support for some sort of li-
brary within the tool, from which blocks or models can be used whilst creating a
new model. This library has to be expandable with personally developed blocks
(or blocks gotten from any other source).

• Online model repository: indicates that the library has an online component
from which models can be downloaded. Full example projects that can be down-
loaded and opened in the tool do not count, as they are not originally intended
to be picked apart and used in other projects.

– MS4Me has the “(x)” indication because it supports a repository of existing
models, but you cannot just open the models without additional software
(the MS4 Model Player), which requires the user to first upload its own
model to the MS4 Model Store, before they can be simulated together with
existing model in the MS4 Model Player.[16]
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10.6 simulation

Table 7: Evaluation of simulation traits.
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Simulation from within tool x x x x x x x

Advanced simulation controls x x x x x x

Complete run simulation x x x x x x

Step-by-step simulation x x x x

Partial run simulation x x x x x

Pause and resume simulation x x x x

Graphical representation of simulation x x x

Live data shown during simulation x x x x

Data stored after simulation x x x x (x) x

Live log shown during simulation x x x

Log stored after simulation x x x x x x

• Simulation from within tool: indicates that the tool itself provides the (most
basic) functionality to simulate the model.

• Advanced simulation controls: indicates that the tool can do more than just “run”
the simulation.

• Complete run simulation: indicates that the tool can run the full simulation
(until infinity or until the system becomes in a state of no further transitions).

• Step-by-step simulation: indicates that the tool can run the simulation one or
more steps at a time.

• Partial run simulation: indicates that the tool can run the simulation partially, up
to a certain time (until a certain simulation time is reached) or step (perform an
exact amount of steps, which are generally defined as the complete execution of
a single block’s actions (output function, internal or external transition and time
advance).

• Pause and resume simulation: indicates that the tool can pause the simulation
when it is running, and continue later on without having to reset the simulation.

• Graphical representation of simulation: indicates that the tool will show the
simulation steps being executed (often by showing messages being passed from
one object to another).

• Live data shown during simulation: indicates that changes in the model (values
or data, often used for debugging) are shown and updated continuously whilst
the simulation is running.
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• Data stored after simulation: indicates that the changes that occurred during
the simulation are stored in a file for future inspection or debugging (after the
simulation has finished).

– in PowerDEVS, specific blocks exist for the storage or plotting of data during
the simulation, but this is not for debugging purposes, so the data is raw and
does not provide any debugging-specific information.

• Live log shown during simulation: indicates that a live console logs information
about the simulation. This information can timestamps of events, transitions that
occur, etc.

• Log stored after simulation: indicates that the log messages that were generated
during the simulation are stored in a file for future inspection or debugging (after
the simulation has finished).
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From the summation of features above, it is clear that different tools are designed with
different priorities. Some of the notable differences and striking observations will be
summed up in this conclusion.

• Availability: Even though many tools have been under development for a
long time, most of those are still supported and receive updates and bug fixes
relatively frequently. It is also nice to see that the majority of tools have chosen
to make their project open source, as they could definitely benefit from the input
of domain experts (both in DEVS or actual application domains) from around
the world, especially because almost all the tools are free to download and most
of them are no longer under active development (bug fixes aside).

• Installation: Most tools have an automated installer, but this has very limited
impact on how difficult the tools are to get ready for the first use. It is also
interesting to see that platform independent tools often rely more on external
dependencies than platform-specific tools. This could be explained by the fact
that in those cases, the right version of the dependency can be packaged with
the download or installer such that the installation of the dependencies goes by
unnoticed. It is nice to see that most tools have an installation manual of some
sort, even if it is not necessarily hosted on their own website, in which case some
effort had to be done to find it on third-party locations (such as YouTube)

• Documentation: Surprisingly few tools have a useful user manual available
for their users. This could be explained that most tools were developed in
an academic environment where anyone using the tool would be part of the
original design, making a user manual somewhat unnecessary. The fact that most
tools are also designed in an academic environment also explains why almost
all but one tool have one or more published papers on their work. Example
projects often have to serve as the main source of information about how to
use the tool or formalism as tutorials are often either non-existent or very limited.

• Interface: Although some tools have a somewhat dated appearance, they all
have very usable interfaces once you get used to them, and most require minimal
effort to start using naturally.

• Model design: It is clear that there are two types of DEVS environments. The
first type uses mainly visual design to create the models, and where the logic
(code) is hidden beneath the visual representation. The second type requires
the user to textually generate models and then gives the option to visually

45
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represent the model, but other than providing the graphical representation to
keep a good overview, the visuals provide no use. Most tools choose to only use
existing programming languages, which increases the chance of users with an
IT background to feel comfortable using the tool. However, (partially) making
use of a proprietary syntax can be more efficient for the creation of DEVS in
text-based tools.

• Library: Libraries are all but standard in tools created for the development of
DEVS. Tools that do have support for a library, have a very limited library that
will only get a potential user so far, as no additional publicly available library
blocks can be found anywhere.

• Simulation: Some tools were developed from the ground up to be DEVS simu-
lation tools. DEVS-Suite is such a tool, which checks all boxes when it comes to
simulation features. This tool however, lacks in features when it comes to model
design. This trade-off is also apparent with other tools. DEVSimPy, for example,
checks all possible boxes when it comes to model design, but lacks in simula-
tion features. Other tools are in between both. Very few tools provide live data,
logs and graphical representation during simulation. This, however, is great for
debugging and inspecting the behaviour of models.

To conclude, except for the tool that is paid in order to get a full licence (MS4Me), all
tools have some flaws or shortcomings here or there, be it lack of documentation, lack
of support, difficulties on installation, limited editing options or (too) basic simulation
potential.

DesignDEVS

In the same general time frame that this document was created, AutoDesk has been
working on its own DEVS tool, for which they have also done research on existing
tools[6]. Four of the tools that were discussed in this research were also investigated
by AutoDesk: PowerDEVS, DEVS-Suite, CD++ Builder, and VLE. Their discussion of
the existing tools is brief, but never contradicts the findings of this research. Further-
more, the fact that they used a multitude of tools that were also used in this research,
reinforces the belief that this selection of tools should be very capable to serve as inspi-
ration for a new DEVS environment.



Part II
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In the comparison made in Chapter 10 above, there is one category of which the traits
are particularly lacking in general: the support for a library of blocks, and, perhaps
even more importantly, having blocks available in the library.

Libraries in programming languages enable software developers to save hours,
days, or even months of time in the production of software products, by being able to
re-use the previous work of others. There is nothing that prohibits the use of libraries
for DEVS[21], providing similar time savings for DEVS modelers. In fact, DEVS should
support libraries quite easily, given the minimal interface between, and isolated nature
of the DEVS building blocks.

Knowing this, it is not hard to recognize that one of the most obvious ways to
massively improve the usability (and thus perhaps the user base) of DEVS is through
the introduction of a library. The goal of this second part of the research is to compose
a selection of theoretical DEVS blocks. This selection of blocks should span a wide
range of applications, such that it could demonstrate the benefits of a DEVS library.

The end result of this this text or research is not to implement such a library, as
that is reserved for the continuation of this research in my master’s thesis[5], rather, it
exists of looking at what is already available in terms of libraries (within DEVS and
other modeling formalisms) and analyze which blocks would be useful in a DEVS
environment.

The rest of this introductory chapter describes which sources will mainly be
used for the retrieval of candidates for DEVS blocks. The following chapter (12) will
be a list of all the blocks that were deemed interesting as a good example of a DEVS
library block, in which each block will be thoroughly discussed. This part ends in
some concluding thoughts in Chapter 13, after which this entire research text will be
concluded.

11.1 sources of devs library blocks

A total of three sources were used for the majority of blocks listed in the next chapter.
Of these three sources, only one is actually DEVS-based: PowerDEVS[2], which has
already been discussed in much detail in Part i. The other sources are also modeling
formalisms. The first is Extend[17], the second SimEvents[11].

11.1.1 PowerDEVS

A multitude of the tools that were discussed in the previous part support some type
of library. However, in most of these tools this is just a gimmick, as they are filled
with an absolute minimum amount of predefined blocks, and no show of continued
effort to improve on these libraries. Compared to all others, only PowerDEVS has a
decent amount of library blocks available. A limiting factor is that these blocks are all
designed for one specific field: mathematics. There is obviously nothing wrong with
that, because what the blocks in PowerDEVS do, they do quite well, but it is a fact that
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there is still a lot of room for progress and improvement. Just like other DEVS tools in
this text, it allows the user to manually add blocks to the library, but there is no facility
for the distribution of blocks, nor are there any libraries available from first or third
party locations.

11.1.2 Extend

Extend was developed originally as a tool for continuous modeling in 1988[7], it con-
tained a GUI based modeling environment which included a library of open-source
blocks. Discrete event capabilities were added in version 1.1, which was released in
1989. With these capabilities came a library of discrete event blocks, ideal to serve as a
source for the Discrete-EVent System specification (DEVS). Over the years, Extend has
grown in functionality with continued support and optimizations. The most current
version is 9.2, which was released in February of 2015.[8]

The source for elements for the DEVS library is the User’s Guide of Extend
5[17], which was printed in 2000. Throughout this manual, many blocks are intro-
duced and explained how they can be used. In the book’s appendix, all blocks have
been gathered and categorized. Each block has a description, which I can use for
deciding which blocks deserve a place in the example DEVS library.

11.1.3 SimEvents

SimEvents is a discrete-event simulation engine by MathWorks. It provides a compo-
nent library containing queues, switches and more to allow for the simulation and
analysis of event-driven system models based on a number of characteristics within
Simulink[10]. SimEvents uses entities as the main method of interaction between
blocks. Of course, in the case of DEVS, these messages could be anything.

The description of all SimEvents blocks that were used as sources can be found
online at http://nl.mathworks.com/help/simevents/blocklist.html.

http://nl.mathworks.com/help/simevents/blocklist.html
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The three sources introduced above will be used to generate a list of blocks that are
useful in a DEVS perspective. The goals of this list is to serve mainly as an example
of the use of such a library. In theory, any block that exists in any discrete-event
environment could be useful in DEVS, since DEVS is such a general formalism. The
goal, however, is to eventually implement as much of these blocks as possible. The
strategy for the selection of blocks is therefore to select blocks based on how usable I
believe they could be in the scope of DEVS.

All selected DEVS blocks have been categorized in a total of seven different cat-
egories: Mathematical blocks, logic gate blocks, generator blocks, queueing blocks,
delay blocks, statistical blocks and data and model manipulation blocks. Different
sources were used to find blocks for different categories, as each of the sources has a
different focus.

Each of the selected blocks will be discussed in detail below. Apart from the
name, the following is the information that is provided for each block:

• Input ports

• Output ports

• Parameters

• Description of internal functionality

• Source(s)

The functionality will not always be exactly the same as given in the description of
the source. Often, the sources serve as inspiration rather than an exact definition. The
remainder of this chapter will provide this information on all selected blocks, classified
by the different categories.

12.1 mathematical blocks

Mathematical blocks are designed for the manipulation of numerical values. Although
this limits the scenarios in which these blocks can be used, it is good to realize that
there are a lot of scenarios that use numerical values as the main type of message. The
existence of the PowerDEVS tool and its library confirm exactly that. The input and
output values of all these blocks have to be numerical (integers or doubles) for the
block to work any time a non-numerical value arrives at an input port, this value will
be dropped and the state of the block will not change. The following list contains all
selected mathematical blocks:

• SUM

50
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– Input ports: 2 incoming connections, both require numerical input.

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: The SUM block will wait for input on
both of its incoming connections. The incoming value of the first incoming
signal is stored until the second signal has arrived, so they do not have
to arrive at the same time. When input is received on both connections,
the sum of the two numerical values will be generated, and the result will
immediately be output to the outgoing port.

– Source(s): PowerDEVS (WSum: allows summation for QSS[12], but also sup-
ports the regular sum of 2 values without time delay), Extend (Add: creates
the sum of three inputs, I chose to go with two, since three can easily by
created by 2 SUM blocks)

• MULTIPLIER

– Input ports: 2 incoming connections, both require numerical output.

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Paremeters: none

– Description of internal functionality: The MULTIPLIER block will wait for
input on both of its incoming connection. The incoming value of the first
incoming signal is stored until the second signal has arrived, so they do not
have to arrive at the same time. When input is received on both connections,
the som of the two numerical values will be generated, and the result will
immediately be output to the outgoing port.

– Source(s): PowerDEVS (Multiplier: allows multiplication for QSS, but also
supports the regular product of 2 values without time delay), Extend (Mul-
tiply: literal)

• GAIN

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection, requires numerical input

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: Gain value (numerical value)

– Description of internal functionality: The GAIN block waits for input on its
incoming connection. Once an incoming value is received, it will be multi-
plied internally with the gain value, and without delay sent to the outgoing
port.

– Source(s): PowerDEVS (Gain: allow gain for QSS, but also supports a sim-
plified version with a single value and parameter)

• ABSOLUTE

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection, requires numerical input

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: none
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– Description of internal functionality: The ABSOLUTE block will wait for
input on its incoming connection. Once this input has arrived, its absolute
will be taken (the number will be negated if it is smaller than 0). The result
will be sent to the outgoing connection without delay.

– Source(s): none, this block seemed a necessary addition in order to get a
selection of blocks that allow for most basic mathematical operations.

• NEGATIVE

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection, requires numerical input

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: The NEGATIVE block will wait for
input on its incoming connection. Once this input has arrived, the negative
of the value will be calculated and sent to the outgoing port without delay.

– Source(s): none, this block seemed a necessary addition for supporting most
basic mathematical operations.

• INVERSE

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection, requires numerical input

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: The INVERSE block will wait for input
on its incoming connection. Once this input has arrived, the inverse of the
value will be calculated and sent to the outgoing port without delay.

– Source(s): PowerDEVS (Inverse: allows inverse for QSS, but also supports a
simplified version doing a single-number inversion)

• ROUND

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection, requires numerical input

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: # of decimals for rounding

– Description of internal functionality: The ROUND block will wait for input
on its incoming connection. Once this input has arrived, it is rounded until
a predefined number of decimals, which is defined in the parameters. The
rounded value is sent to the outgoing connection without delay.

– Source(s): none, this block seemed necessary for the correct conversion of
doubles to integers, and to allow rounding of numbers (e.g. for physics
calculations).

• SQUARE

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection, requires numerical input

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection
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– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: The SQUARE block will wait for input
on its incoming connection. Once this input has arrived, it is squared (x2)
and sent to the outgoing connection without delay.

– Source(s): PowerDEVS (Square Pow: allows the square operation for QSS,
but also supports a simplified version that takes regular numbers)

• SQRT

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection, requires numerical input

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: The SQRT block will wait for input on
its incoming connection. Once this input has arrived, the square root of the
value is taken, and sent to the outgoing connection without delay.

– Source(s): none, this block was added as the counterpart of the SQUARE
block.

• POWER

– Input ports: 2 incoming connections, both require numerical input. One con-
nection expects the value, the other the exponent that decides the power to
which the incoming value has to be raised.

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: The POWER block waits for input on
both its incoming connections. The input is stored so they do not have to
arrive at the same time. As soon as both inputs have arrived, the value is
raised to power given in the exponent, and the result is sent to the outgoing
connection without delay.

– Source(s): PowerDEVS (Power n: allows the power operation for QSS, but
also supports a simplified version that takes regular numbers)

• INTEGRATOR

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection, which requires a numerical input.

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: the initial condition

– Description of internal functionality: The integration result (based on the in-
coming value, the internal state and initial condition) is sent to the outgoing
connection without delay.

– Source(s): PowerDEVS (Pure Integrator, QSS Integrator), Extend (Integrator)

• DERIVATIVE

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection, which requires a numerical input.
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– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: the initial condition

– Description of internal functionality: The derivation result (based on the
incoming value, the internal state and the initial condidition) is sent to the
outgoing connection without delay.

– Source(s): none, this block was added as the counterpart of the INTEGRA-
TOR block.

12.2 logic gate blocks

Logic gate operators implement a boolean function, which, given a certain input signal,
outputs another input signal, depending on the internals of the gate. These blocks
can thus be used to model circuit boards, processors, or other hardware or software
systems that rely on these gates. The input values for all these blocks are numerical.
Logic gates theoretically understand 2 primitave signals: positive and negative, but
these could be implemented using numerical values: 0 or smaller for negative, larger
than 0 for positive, thus improving compatibility with other blocks in the DEVS library.
The following blocks are in the Logic Gate category:

• OR

– Input ports: 2 incoming connections, both of which require numerical input

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: The block waits for input on both its
incoming connections. It stores any arrived input, so they do not have to
arrive together. When both inputs have arrived, it is checked whether either
one of them (or both) is positive (> 0) and sends 1 to the output if this is
true, and 0 if it is not. There is no delay.

– Source(s): Extend (Logical OR: with modified numerical values for the posi-
tive and negative signals)

• XOR

– Input ports: 2 incoming connections, both of which require numerical input

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: The block waits for input on both its
incoming connections. It stores any arrived input, so they do not have to
arrive together. When both inputs have arrived, it is checked whether exactly
one of them is positive (> 0) and sends 1 to the output if this is true, and 0
if it is not. There is no delay.

– Source(s): none, the XOR operator seemed as a logical addition to the other
logic operators.
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• AND

– Input ports: 2 incoming connections, both of which require numerical input

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: The block waits for input on both its
incoming connections. It stores any arrived input, so they do not have to
arrive together. When both inputs have arrived, it is checked whether both
are positive (> 0) and sends 1 to the output if this is true, and 0 if it is not.
There is no delay.

– Source(s): Extend (Logical AND: with modified numerical values for the
positive and negative signals)

• NOT

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection, which requires a numerical input.

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: The block waits for input on its incom-
ing connection. If this incoming signal is positive (> 0), it sends 0 to the
output, if it is negative, 1 is sent. There is no delay.

– Source(s): Extend (Logical NOT: with modified numerical values for the
positive and negative signals)

12.3 generator blocks

Generators create new messages or values, often out of nothing, and send them into the
model. Any block that therefor does not rely on an incoming value to output another
value can be considered a generator block. Very often generators create a predefined
value at a certain time, or multiple times. The following generators were found:

• GENERATOR (repeating)

– Input ports: none

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: value to generate, generation period

– Description of internal functionality: The block generates a message with
the value that is predefined in the parameters. This value could be anything.
It waits for the period (also in the parameters) of time to pass, before it
sends the generated message to the outgoing connection. It will continue
generating messages at a fixed interval (the period).

– Source(s): Extend (Generator: This supports a distribution for calculating the
interval time, but it can be set to a fixed time), SimEvents (Entity Generator:
allows multiple modes of generation, one of which is using a fixed period)

• GENERATOR (single)
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– Input ports: none

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: value to generate

– Description of internal functionality: The block generates a message with
the value that is predefined in the parameters. This value could be anything.
It sends the generated value immediately to the output connection. It serves
no purpose after this.

– Source(s): SimEvents (Entity Generator: by setting the period to infinity and
choosing to generate an entity at simulation start), PowerDEVS (Constant:
generates a single numerical value at simulation start)

• GENERATOR (repeating, random)

– Input ports: none

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: interval period

– Description of internal functionality: Each interval time (user-definable as
parameter), this block generates a random value between 0 and 1. This value
is sent to the outgoing port. It will continue this as long as the simulation
runs.

– Source(s): PowerDEVS (NRGen: generates a random value each fixed period.
The mean and variance can be set internally, in the DEVS block this can be
modified by transfer function or mathematical blocks)

• PROGRAM

– Input ports: none

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: list of values, list of timestamps, boolean indicating whether to
repeat.

– Description of internal functionality: The user sets a list of values and times-
tamps in the parameters. When the simulation time equals a time stamp in
the block, the corresponding value is sent to the outgoing port. The block
can start over if it has sent all items by adding the simulation time to all
timestamps.

– Source(s): Extend (Program: very similar)

12.4 queueing blocks

Queues are an integral part of many models since they allow the storage and retrieval
of values. The simulation of many real-world scenarios need queues or buffers of some
sort to accurately describe the real world. Examples of such models are a network
with routers that need buffers, or a production process where different parts of the
production take a certain amount of time with items queueing up. The following blocks
were selected as interesting queue implementations:
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• FIFO Queue

– Input ports: 1 port for arriving items, 1 port for release requests

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: maximum queue size, interval period for automatic release

– Description of internal functionality: The block stores data arriving at the
port for incoming values. If there is a maximum queue size set, then any
data that comes in when the queue is full is dropped. Whenever a request
for a release is issued (either through any signal at the release request port or
due to the interval period) the item that has been in the list the longest time
is removed from the queue and sent to the outgoing connection. Between a
request and the sending of the item, there is no time delay.

– Source(s): Extend (Queue, FIFO: Supports the same functionality except for
the automatic release of items based on an interval period. Does support
statistics.), SimEvents (Entity Queue: the same as Extend)

• LIFO Queue

– Input ports: 1 port for arriving items, 1 port for release requests

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: maximum queue size, interval period for automatic release

– Description of internal functionality: The block stores data arriving at the
port for incoming values. If there is a maximum queue size set, then when
data arrives, the item that has been in the queue the longest is dropped.
Whenever a request for a release is issued (either through any signal at
the release request port or due to the interval period) the item that was
most recently added is removed from the queue and sent to the outgoing
connection. Between a request and the sending of the item, there is no time
delay.

– Source(s): Extend (Queue, LIFO: Supports the same functionality except for
the automatic release of items based on an interval period. Does support
statistics.), SimEvents (Entity Queue: the same as Extend)

• PRIORITY Queue

– Input ports: 1 port for arriving items, 1 port for release requests

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: maximum queue size, interval period for automatic release, pri-
ority variable name

– Description of internal functionality: The block stores data arriving at the
port for incoming values. If there is a maximum queue size set, then when
data arrives, the item in the queue (including the one that has just arrived)
with the lowest priority (defined as the lowest priority number) is dropped.
Whenever a request for a release is issued (either through any signal at
the release request port or due to the interval period) the item with the
highest priority (and has been in the queue the longest on equal priorities)
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is removed from the queue and sent to the outgoing connection. Between a
request and the sending of the item, there is no time delay. The priority can
be either the value of the item itself, or a specified field (the name of which
can be set in the parameters) in the arriving item.

– Source(s): Extend (Queue, Priority: Supports the same functionality except
for the automatic release of items based on an interval period. The prior-
ity number is reversed: low number is higher priority.), SimEvents (Entity
Queue: Similar functionality except for automatic timed release of items.
Does support statistics.)

• CIRCULAR Queue

– Input ports: 1 port for arriving items, 1 port for release requests

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: maximum queue size, interval period for automatic release

– Description of internal functionality: The block stores data arriving at the
port for incoming values. If there is a maximum queue size set, then when
data arrives, the item that has been in the queue the longest without being
requested is overwritten. Whenever a request for a release is issued (either
through any signal at the release request port or due to the interval period)
the item that has been in the queue the longest and not overwritten is sent
to the outgoing connection. Between a request and the sending of the item,
there is no time delay.

– Source(s): none literally, although it could be seen as a variation of a FIFO
queue. These types of queues are often used for example in routers or net-
work components, so it seemed an important queue type to have.

• MATCHING Queue

– Input ports: 1 port for arriving items, 1 port for release requests, which
should get a label or label and value combination that can be matched to a
field within the arriving items

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: maximum queue size

– Description of internal functionality: The block stores data arriving at the
port for incoming values. If there is a maximum queue size set, the incoming
item is dropped. Whenever a request for a release is issued, the label or label
and value combination in the request to all items in the queue. The item that
contains information that matches the request that has been in the queue
the longest is sent tot he outgoing connection. Between a request and the
sending of the item, there is no time delay.

– Source(s): Extend (Queue, Matching: similar internals, but supports the re-
lease of multiple matching items to be released)
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12.5 delay blocks

Delay blocks allow one or multiple items to be held for a certain time. This allows the
model to simulate processing time, which could be mapped to a whole range of real-
world scenarios, including production time or transportation time. Delay blocks can
be added to blocks with instant return time, to add a virtual processing time, this way
not all those blocks need to have an internal delay option added. The selected delay
block candidates are the following:

• DELAY

– Input ports: 1 port for arriving items, 1 for changing the delay time, which
has to be a positive numerical value

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: delay time

– Description of internal functionality: The block stores any incoming item or
value it receives on the destined input port. It waits for the delay time to
pass, to forward the stored item to the outgoing connection. Any items that
arrive while the block has an item stored are dropped. The time items have
to be delayed is initially set by the delay time parameter, and can be changed
at any time through the for that reason destined input.

– Source(s): Extend (Activity, Delay: similar), SimEvents (Entity Server: sup-
ports multiple items to be serviced at once, but the capacity can be set to 1

to simulate the standard DELAY block)

• DELAY (attribute)

– Input ports: 1 port for arriving items

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: standard delay time, name of attribute of arriving item that
stores delay time

– Description of internal functionality: The block stores any incoming item
or value it receives on the destined input port. It waits for the delay time
to pass, to forward the stored item to the outgoing connection. The delay
time is stored within the item, the name of the attribute should be set in the
parameters. If no value for the attribute can be found, the standard delay
time, also set in the parameters, applies. Any items that arrive while the
block has an item stored are dropped.

– Source(s): Extend (Activity, Delay (Attributes): similar)

• DELAY (Multiple)

– Input ports: 1 port for arriving items, 1 for changing the delay time, which
has to be a positive numerical value

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: delay time, maximum capacity
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– Description of internal functionality: The block stores any incoming item
or value it receives on the destined input port. The delay clock for each
incoming item starts running immediately when it arrives. Whenever the
remaining delay time of any item in the block drops to zero, this block is
sent to the output. Any items that arrive while the block is at full capacity
are dropped. The time items have to be delayed is initially set by the delay
time parameter, and can be changed at any time through the for that reason
destined input. This affects only items that have yet to arrive.

– Source(s): Extend (Activity, Multiple): this does support individual delay
times for each item, which this block does not), SimEvents (Entity Server:
similar, but does not support changing the delay time)

• DELAY (Multiple, Attribute)

– Input ports: 1 port for arriving items

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: standard delay time, maximum capacity, name of the attribute
of arriving items that stores the delay time

– Description of internal functionality: The block stores any incoming item
or value it receives on the destined input port. The delay clock for each
incoming item starts running immediately when it arrives. The delay time
of any incoming value is depicted by an attribute of the incoming item, the
name of which is specified in the parameters. If no such attribute exists in
the item, the standard delay time is used. Whenever the remaining delay
time of any item in the block drops to zero, this block is sent to the output.
Any items that arrive while the block is at full capacity are dropped.

– Source(s): Extend (Activity, Multiple): similar)

12.6 statistical blocks

Statistical blocks allow the user to inspect some simulation results more thoroughly or
at least in an easier way. Of course, nothing prohibits one from using these blocks as
an integral part of the model itself. The selected statistical blocks are described in the
list below:

• SIMULATION TIME

– Input ports: 1 port for arriving items, 1 for requesting the time

– Output ports: 1 connection for the simulation time output, 1 that passes
through an arriving item.

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: The block keeps track of the current
simulation time. This can be sent to the destined outgoing connection in
two ways. 1: when anything is received at the input port destined for re-
questing the time. 2: when any item is received at the “arriving items” input
port. In this case, the time is sent to the destined outgoing connection, and
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the arriving item is forwarded to the pass through output port. This action
happens instantaneously.

– Source(s): none, however, knowing the simulation time can be very useful
for both the user, as well as the implementation of many other blocks.

• TIMER

– Input ports: 1 port for starting the timer, 1 port for stopping it

– Output ports: 1 connection for outputting the time once the timer was
stopped

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: This blocks keeps track of the time
between the arrival of a start signal (any item on the start input) and the
stop signal (any item on the stop input). The result is sent to the output
when the stop signal is received. Any start signals that arrive when the
timer is currently running, or stop signals when the timer is not running,
are dropped.

– Source(s): Extend (Timer: the method of starting and stopping is somewhat
different, but the general idea is the same. Also supports to only time items
with a certain attribute, which is not supported by the TIMER block itself,
but could be implemented fairly easily through the use of transfer functions)

• COUNT ITEMS

– Input ports: 1 port for arriving items, 1 for requesting the amount of arrived
items

– Output ports: 1 connection for the number of arrived items, 1 that passes
through an arriving item.

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: The block keeps track of how many
items have arrived at the destined port. Each time anything arrives at the
“arriving items” port, the counter storing how many items have arrived is
incremented and the item is passed to the passthrough output port. When-
ever anything arrives at the request port, the total number of arrived items
is sent to the appropriate output.

– Source(s): Extend (Count Items: this supports adaptive incrementation
based on the value of the item that is being put through, which we do not
want)

• COLLECTOR

– Input ports: 1 port for arriving items, 4 ports for requesting different stats:
all stats, amount of items that arrived, list of items that arrived, list of time
stamps at which all items have arrived

– Output ports: 1 that passes through an arriving item, 3 ports for the different
stats: amount of items that arrived, list of items that arrived, list of time
stamps at which all items have arrived
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– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: Whenever anything arrives at the “ar-
riving items” port, four things happen: the item is sent to the passthrough
port, the amount of items that arrived is incremented, the item is stored in
the list of arrived items, the time at which the item arrived is stored in the
list of arrival times. These data can be requested each individually by the
corresponding request ports, or all together by the “request all stats” port.
All of the actions in this block are instant.

– Source(s): Extend (Count Items and Information: Some functions of the in-
formation block (arrival times) and the Count Items block are combined).
The block was a logical expansion of the COUNT ITEMS block.

• LIST SIZE

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: Whenever an item that arrives at the
incoming connection is a list, the length of the list is sent to the outgoing con-
nection. If the incoming item is not a list, −1 should be sent to the outgoing
connections. All of these actions are instantaneous.

– Source(s): none, it is a dumbed down version of the NUMERICAL LIST
STATS block, that supports any type of list. A list length operation is very
frequently used within programming, so it would not be unreasonable to
assume it would also be useful in DEVS models.

• NUMERICAL LIST STATS

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection, which should be a list of numerical
values

– Output ports: 7 outgoing connections, one for each individual stat: list size,
average of values in list, median of values in list, maximum value in list,
minimum value in list, standard deviation of values in list, variance of values
in list.

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: Whenever a numerical list arrives at
the input port, all seven statistics on the list and its data are calculated and
sent to their respective outputs. This all happens instantaneously.

– Source(s): none, this block allows further analysis of numerical lists. For ex-
ample, this block can provide additional information about the list of arrival
times that is a result of the COLLECTOR block.

12.7 data and model manipulation blocks

The blocks in this final category allow active manipulation of both the data of more
complex messages of items that are being passed through a model, as well as the actual
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structure or flow of the model itself. Both of these options allow for more complexity
within the model. A recurring example is one of computer networks, for which the
data manipulation blocks could be used to modify the packet headers (decrease time-
to-live, change destination addresses, ...), whereas the model manipulation blocks can
act as tunnels or routers, sending packets along the right path. The following blocks
were select for the purpose of data manipulation:

• CHANGE NUMERICAL ATTRIBUTE

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: change mode (increment, decrement, multiply, divide), change
number, attribute name

– Description of internal functionality: When an item arrives at the block, it
is checked whether this item contains the attribute of which the name is
set in the parameters. If it does, this attribute value is changed based on
the selected mode (in the parameters) and the change number (also set int
he parameters). If it does not contain the attribute, nothing is changed. The
(un)changed item is passed to the outgoing connection. All actions happen
instantaneously.

– Source(s): Extend (Change Attribute: similar, although in the DEVS equiva-
lent the value can be set in the parameters only)

• ATTRIBUTE GET

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection

– Output ports: 1 passthrough for the arriving item, 1 output for the requested
attribute

– Parameters: attribute name

– Description of internal functionality: When an item arrives at the block, it
is checked whether this item contains the attribute of which the name is set
in the parameters. If it does, then the value of the attribute is sent to the
appropriate port. If it does not contain the attribute, nothing is sent tot the
attribute port. The arriving item is always sent to the passthrough port. All
actions happen instantaneously.

– Source(s): Extend (Get Attribute: basic functionality is similar, but the Ex-
tend version also allows for the removal of the attribute or clone the incom-
ing item based on the attribute, these functionalities seemed unnecessary.)

• ATTRIBUTE SET

– Input ports: 1 input for arriving items, 1 input for setting the change value

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: attribute name, new attribute value

– Description of internal functionality: When an item arrives at the block, it is
checked whether this item contains the attribute of which the name is set in
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the parameters. If it does, then the value of the attribute is changed based
on the value in the parameters. If it does not contain the attribute, nothing
gets changed. The arriving item is always sent to the outgoing port. The
new attribute value can be changed at any time by an incoming value at the
appropriate port. All actions happen instantaneously.

– Source(s): Extend (Set Attribute: basic functionality is similar, but the Extend
version also allows changing multiple attributes at once, which can easily
be solved by multiple DEVS blocks. The DEVS block will also not allow an
attribute to be added if it did not exist yet.)

• ITEM REPLICATOR

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection

– Output ports: 1 passthrough output, 1 output for the copies of the incoming
item.

– Parameters: number of copies

– Description of internal functionality: The arriving item gets copied a number
of times (this number is defined in the parameters). The original item is sent
to the passthrough port, all copies are sent to the other outgoing connection.
All actions happen instantaneously.

– Source(s): SimEvents (Entity Replicator: similar)

The second part of manipulation blocks are those blocks that manipulate the flow of
the model itself. Those blocks are listed next:

• COMBINE

– Input ports: 2 incoming connections

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: none

– Description of internal functionality: When an item arrives at either of the
two incoming connections, it gets sent without delay to the single outgoing
connection.

– Source(s): Extend (Combine: identical)

• BATCH

– Input ports: 3 incoming connections

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: a number for the first input port, a number for the second input
port, a number for the third input port

– Description of internal functionality: When an item arrives at either of the
three inputs, it gets stored in a list of items. Because the items are stored
internally, they do not have to arrive simultaneously. When the block has
received enough items on each of its three inputs (the number of required
arrivals are predefined in the parameters), all these items are sent to the
output as a single list. The actions happen instantaneously.
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– Source(s): Extend (Batch: similar, but there is no support to block input ports
based on the requirements of other inputs), SimEvents (Composite Entity
Creator: This block does require all items to arrive at the same time, which
the DEVS block does not require)

• UNBATCH

– Input ports: 1 incoming connection, which should be a list of items

– Output ports: 3 outgoing connections

– Parameters: a number for the first input port, a number for the second input
port, a number for the third input port

– Description of internal functionality: This block expects a list of items at its
incoming ports. More often then not, this list is one created by the BATCH
block. When the list arrives, it gets immediately split up into three smaller
lists, the size of each list is predefined in the parameters. All individual items
of each of these three lists is sent to the corresponding outgoing connection.
A BATCH block followed by an UNBATCH block with the same parameters
negate each other. All of the actions happen instantaneously.

– Source(s): Extend (Unbatch: similar, but in the DEVS block the items
themselves are sent to the outputs, not just the attributes and priorities),
SimEvents (Composite Entity Splitter: similar, but supports selecting how
many ports are used to output, instead of how many items go to each port,
as is the case in the DEVS block)

• INPUT SWITCH

– Input ports: 2 inputs for arriving items, 1 for setting the selected input

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: the initially selected input

– Description of internal functionality: This block only accepts incoming items
that arrive at the input that is enabled. Which one this is, is set in the pa-
rameters, but can also be changed at any time during simulation, by an nu-
merical value (1 or 2) at the designated port. Items that arrive at the active
input port are sent to the outgoing port. Items that arrive at the non-active
port are dropped. All actions happen instantaneously.

– Source(s): Extend (Select Input and Select Input (5): although the DEVS
block only supports 2 ports, it acts more like the Select Input (5) block of
Extend concerning how the active input is selected), SimEvents (Entity In-
put Switch: similar, but also supports the selected input port to be switched
from within the block, which the DEVS version does not.)

• OUTPUT SWITCH

– Input ports: 1 input for arriving items, 1 for setting the selected output

– Output ports: 2 outgoing connections

– Parameters: the initially selected output (1 or 2)
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– Description of internal functionality: This block accepts all incoming items
that arrive at designated input. This item is sent to the activated output port.
Which one this is, is set in the parameters, but can also be changed at any
time during simulation, by an numerical value (1 or 2) at the designated
port. All actions happen instantaneously.

– Source(s): Extend (Select Output and Select output (5): although the DEVS
block only supports 2 ports, it acts more like the Select Output (5) block
of Extend concerning how the active output is selected), SimEvents (Entity
Output Switch: similar, but also supports the selected output port to be
switched from within the block, which the DEVS version does not.)

• GATE

– Input ports: 1 input for arriving items, 1 for setting the selected output

– Output ports: 1 outgoing connection

– Parameters: 0 or 1 saying the gate is initially open or not

– Description of internal functionality: Whenever an item arrives at the ar-
rivals port, it is checked whether the gate passes along the item. If the gate
is open (an internally stored 1), the item is forwarded to the outgoing con-
nection. If the gate is closed (an internally stored 0), the item is dropped.
The gate can be opened or closed at any time by an incoming numerical
value at the designated port. A value that is equal or smaller than 0 means
a closed gate, any number larger than 0 depicts an open gate. All actions
happen instantaneously

– Source(s): SimEvents (Entity Gate: similar when set to the Enable gate op-
erating mode.)
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C O N C L U D I N G T H O U G H T S

A total of 45 library blocks, classified under seven different categories, have been
described in the previous chapter. These blocks represent a fair selection from all three
different sources. PowerDEVS was used as a source eight times. Given the general
focus of the PowerDEVS library, it should not come as a surprise that all blocks that
use PowerDEVS as a source are either mathematical or generator blocks. PowerDEVS
simply does not support many of the other categories that are discussed in this
research.

The second-most used source is SimEvents, with 13 described DEVS library
blocks that have been based on a SimEvents block. Blocks inspired by SimEvents are
most prominently found in the category of model flow manipulators, although the
generators, queueing, delay and data manipulation categories all do contain one or
two blocks with SimEvents influences. The SimEvents library contains some heavily
parametrized blocks, thus allowing one block to many different, yet related, functions
depending on the internal setup. In this proposed DEVS library, blocks have been
designed to require as few parameters as possible, and to do exactly one specific
function. This is why, in the sources description of the blocks above, it is sometimes
stated that the DEVS block can be implemented by the inspiring SimEvents block only
if certain parameters are set.

Extend was used as an inspiration for DEVS blocks by far the most often. A to-
tal of 27 out of 45 blocks were based at least partially on a block in the Extend library.
This is not surprising, as Extend itself also supports some very diverse categories. All
inspiration came from two of Extends main libraries: the generic blocks library and the
discrete event blocks library. These main libraries have their own subcategories, that
very well relate to the categories in which the proposed DEVS have been classified.
For example, in the generic library, there are, among others, the following categories:
Decisions, Input/Output, and Math, whereas in the discrete event library, there are
the Activities, Attributes, Batching, Queues and Routing categories.

Overall, by choosing fairly general blocks, it should be possible to use all of the
proposed blocks in a multitude of situations. Of course, it would be possible to add
much more blocks to this list, as the library can in no way be deemed as complete.
However, the goal of this research was not to find as much blocks as possible. Rather, it
was to find those blocks that are most useful in a beginning library, and to discuss the
internal workings of each individual block in detail, such that it could be implemented
as efficiently as possible in continued work.
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14
O U T L O O K O N T H E F U T U R E

This research was conceived as a preliminary part of my master’s thesis, in which I
attempt to create a new DEVS modeling and simulation tool with included support of
a DEVS library. The results of this research, both the comparison of usability traits of
Chapter 10 and the list of library blocks in Chapter 12 were key in the design of this
thesis.

Of course, even though this research was done as a preliminary part of a thesis,
it was structured in such a way that it can be used in any future projects that involve
efforts to create a new DEVS tool, evaluation of existing DEVS tool or libraries in any
discrete event modeling formalism.

Concerning the first part of this research, one way of improving on the evalua-
tion of important usability traits is the inclusion of more tools. For the general look
and feel of modeling environments (anything not specific to modeling in DEVS), it
might be useful to include tools designed to work with other formalisms than just
DEVS. Another options would be to evaluate the usability of the tool by actually doing
research on how it long it takes a number of people to get to know each tool and to
build a working DEVS model, as such numerical timed comparisons were not part of
this original research.

The library part of this research can benefit from additional library blocks. How-
ever, some system of priorities would have to be implemented as the more blocks are
selected, the more time-consuming it will become to implement all the blocks, and
implementing the right blocks is more important than the absolute amount of blocks
implemented. Nonetheless, any library DEVS library will benefit from having more
blocks in it, so that should be the main focus of future efforts.
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C O N C L U S I O N

Designing a completely new DEVS modeling and simulation environment is not an
easy mission. The first step that has to be taken in order to make sure you improve
upon the state-of-art (without which the new tool would serve no real purpose), is to
know where the state-of-art is at currently, and what it takes exactly to make something
that is better.

usability traits

This research has attempted to do just that in two different ways: The first way is
by investigating the usability of many existing DEVS environments and compiling a
list of individual traits, that should, theoretically, serve as a perfect guideline for the
design, both visual and practical, of a new environment.

The main challenge in doing this part of the research existed in finding exactly
which traits of usability should be listed, and how to find all the traits. The solution
was to take a look at the different tools and try to recognize some of the main
differences between them. The assumption was that all tools had at least some positive
elements, and by comparing the strong points of each tool to the implementation (or
lack thereof) in others, these elements could be retrieved. Overall, the resulting list of
traits feels like, if a tool was designed based on it, it should be a rather good tool.

library blocks

The traits that resulted from the first part of the research were classified in a number
of different categories. One of these categories concerned the availability and imple-
mentation of a library of DEVS blocks. Libraries are very efficient in lowering the time
needed to create models (like libraries in programming languages reduce the time
needed to create software), and none of the discussed tools have great library support.
Thus, we can make sure the tool improves on the state-of-art in at least one way by
implementing a library of DEVS blocks for the user to use and expand.

The most significant complication was recognizing which library blocks would
be useful and which would not be. By just trying to think of blocks, there is no way
the resulting list would be complete enough to serve as a basis library, nor would
there be any verification that the blocks in the library are actually useful. The solution
was to look at existing libraries of discrete event simulation formalisms. By selecting
blocks that have been implemented in tools that have been used for years, there is a
good chance that those blocks have been verified as being useful.
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closing thoughts

Overall, this research should be a great first step in the creation of a new DEVS tool.
The established collection of usability traits can serve as a list of guidelines and func-
tionalities that have to be implemented in order to make the tool efficient and easy to
use. The library blocks that were found, with their description, should be, once imple-
mented, a solid basis for showcasing the usefulness of libraries for the generation of
DEVS.
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